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Blitzwolf BW-GTS3 smartwatch (black)
The BlitzWolf BW-GTS3 is your new companion for everyday life and sports activities. The smartwatch is the perfect combination of style
and  functionality.  It  allows  you  to  monitor  the  state  of  your  health,  is  a  support  for  keeping  fit,  or  an  assistant  for  convenient  and
effective communication. BW-GTS3 is ready to support you in every aspect of your active life. With a sleek design and 123 sports modes,
the smartwatch not only tracks your progress, but also inspires you to achieve new goals. Get ready to push your limits and discover new
opportunities with the BlitzWolf BW-GTS3 - your personal assistant.
 
A versatile partner for the active
The BlitzWolf BW-GTS3 smartwatch is a device that combines advanced technology with elegant design. Equipped with the latest version
of  Bluetooth  5.3,  it  provides  a  stable  and  fast  connection  to  your  smartphone.  Compatible  with  Android  5.0+  and  iOS  10.0+,  it  is  a
universal solution for a variety of devices.
 
Health and activity monitoring
The  BW-GTS3  is  equipped  with  advanced  health  monitoring  features:  from  monitoring  heart  rate,  blood  pressure,  and  blood  oxygen
levels,  to  monitoring  sleep,  to  measuring  calories  burned  and  distance  traveled.  With  these  features,  you  have  full  control  over  your
health and fitness. With this information, you will better understand your behavioral patterns and, if necessary, eliminate those that do
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not serve you.
 
123 sports modes for every type of activity
With 123 sports modes, the BW-GTS3 smartwatch is ideal for anyone with an active lifestyle. Whether you're jogging, swimming, cycling
or golfing, this smartwatch will help you track your progress and achievements.
 
A new level of communication
The BlitzWolf BW-GTS3 smartwatch allows you to receive calls directly on your wrist. This convenient option means you can stay in touch
with loved ones and co-workers in any situation, whether you're on the go, at a workout or simply don't have your phone with you. Plus,
with  push  notifications,  the  BW-GTS3  ensures  that  you  won't  miss  any  important  information  or  alerts.  All  notifications  from  your
smartphone - text messages, social media notifications or calendar reminders - are available at your fingertips. 
 
Intuitive app
The watch works with the dedicated Da Fit app. It is intuitive to use and offers many features, such as music control, remote control of
your phone's camera, screen brightness adjustment and more. The BlitzWolf BW-GTS3 will also remind you to drink water and stay active
when you've been sitting too long. Support for multiple languages, both in the system and the app, makes the BW-GTS3 accessible to
users around the world.
 
Capacious battery and waterproof design
Your personal assistant will be with you whenever you need it! With a 680mAh battery, the smartwatch offers up to 75 days in standby
mode  and  10-15  days  in  normal  use  mode.  Magnetic  charging  is  fast  and  convenient  -  after  3-4  hours  it  is  fully  ready  for  further
challenges. The 5ATM IP69 water resistance rating allows you to use the watch even while swimming!
 
Rugged design 
With  the  BlitzWolf  watch  you  can  conquer  peaks  -  even  in  the  most  extreme  conditions.  The  metal  case  and  tempered  glass  ensure
durability,  while  the silicone strap guarantees  wearing comfort.  The large,  easy-to-read 1.96-inch screen with  a  resolution of  320*386
pixels offers excellent visibility even in bright sunlight.
 
Included
BlitzWolf® BW-GTS3 Smart
Charging cable
User manual
	Brand	
	BlitzWolf
	Model	
	BW-GTS3
	Bluetooth version	
	Bluetooth 5.3
	Compatible operating system	
	Android system version 5.0 or later; iOS system version 10.0 or later; Bluetooth version 5.0 support
	Application name	
	Da Fit
	System language	
	Chinese,  English,  German,  French,  Italian,  Spanish,  Japanese,  Polish,  Russian,  Portuguese,  Vietnamese,  Korean,  Arabic,  Hebrew,  Thai,
Croatian, Turkish, Czech, Dutch, Malaysian, Finnish, Greek, Romanian
	
	
	Health	
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	Heart  rate  monitoring  ;  Blood  pressure  monitoring  ;  Blood  oxygen  level  (SpO2)  monitoring  ;  Movement  reminder  ;  Sleep  monitoring  ;
Calorie burn measurement ; Step and distance measurement
	Features in the app
	Music control ; Remote camera control ; Alarm clock ; Stopwatch ; Weather ; Custom dialing ; Brightness adjustment ; Find phone ; Do
not disturb mode
	Water Resistance
	5ATM IP69
	Sensor	
	G-sensor heart rate sensor
	Screen size 
	1.96 inches
	Resolution
	320 * 386 pixels
	Battery capacity 
	680mAh
	Standby time
	Approximately 75 days
	Working time
	About 10-15 days
	Charging time
	About 3-4 hours
	Type of charging
	Magnetic charging
	Material	
	Strap material: Silicone; Case material: Powder metallurgy + Tempered glass
	Dial size
	Approximately 59x45.4x12.5 mm
	Strap length
	Approximately 225mm

Preço:

€ 61.50

Acessórios para computadores, Projector
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